The Magpie Oracle II's Keepsake Box comes without set meanings. Instead it encourages diviners to trust their intuition and go with their initial hit. Rather than looking up definitions, I recommend you spend time with each symbol and record what you see and feel as your first impression is what counts the most. If you find yourself stuck, or without a clue (it happens!), simply take a break to ask the following questions:

1. **What is it?**
   Sometimes just naming the symbol breaks the ice and gets the ball rolling.

2. **What does it do and what is its purpose?**
   Describe how the piece can be used in life and for your situation.

3. **What does it stand for or remind you of?**
   In other words, can you see any familiar tie-ins between the symbol and your situation?

4. **What is the take away?**
   How can the symbol offer clarity or insight to your situation and how can you apply it to your life? Remember, the aim of divination is not to tell the future, but to receive a message for which line of action to take.

The following pages offer pictorial images of the pieces found in your Keepsake Box. Fill these pages with your own meanings and before no time you will have authored your own Emblem Elucidator.

Enjoy and may your future follow your highest wishes.
Magpie Oracle II
Emblem Elucidator

Arch:

Angel:

Arrow:

Award:

Broom:

Binoculars:

Bullet Casing:

Camera
Crown:

Go Dice

Pause Dice:

Stop Dice:

Quest Dice:

Elephant:

Fan:

Ghost:
Heart/Lock/Key:

Hammer:

Hand:

Horseshoe:

Hook:

Infinity:

Jet:

Karma Coin:
Key Ring:

Letter:

Life Preserver:

Lighthouse:

Lamp:

Lightning:

Measuring Stick:

Mask:
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Mirror:

Microphone:

Money Bag:

Man:

Needle:

Noose:

Owl:

Palette & Brushes:

CarrieParis.com
Peace:
Plate:
Passport:
Phone:
Puzzle:
Pram:
Flying Pig:
Recycle:

CarrieParis.com
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Spider Web:

Scissors:

Scales:

Skull:

Shark:

Snail:

Spinning Wheel:

Sun & Moon:

CarrieParis.com
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Wand:

Weights:

Woman:

Wine:

Wishing Well: